MAHARSHI DAYANAND UNIVERSITY ROHTAK

Press Note

It is for information of all concerned that the supplementary examinations including Special/Mercy Chance of OTMIL Annual Courses:-1). Purav Madhyama 2\textsuperscript{nd} Year, 2). Uttar Madhyama 2\textsuperscript{nd} Year and 3). Shastri (MDU & Gurukul Scheme) 1\textsuperscript{st} to 3\textsuperscript{rd} Year for October, 2017 will commence w.e.f. 26.10.2017. The Examination Centre of all students for these examinations is only at Centre No. 845 (Saini Co-Edu College, BI-I, Rohtak). The Date sheets are available on University Website: www.mdurohtak.ac.in. All the Directors/Principals of concerned colleges/institutes may download their respective Admit Cards from their College Panel. The admit cards of such students, who have filled their examination forms through respective College, may contact their Principal/Director of concerned colleges. If any problem, please contact Help Desk (University Computer Centre), Ground Floor, DDE Building, M.D. University, Rohtak at 01262-308336, 308340, 308343, 308359.

(Rajbir Ghangas)
Assistant Registrar (Conduct)
12.10.2017
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Copy of the above is forwarded to the following for information and necessary action:

1. Director, Computer Center, M.D. University, Rohtak.
2. P.R.O., M.D. University, Rohtak.

Assistant Registrar (Conduct)
For Controller of Examinations
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